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Rosely Gavoty, who has helmed her family’s domaine since her ancestor Philémon acquired it in 1806, oversees 50 hectares of vines 
on a Roman-era farm in the commune of Cabasse called Campdumy(“harvest fields” in old Provençal), situated along the snaking 
Issole River in the northwestern sector of the Côtes de Provence appellation. Surrounded by oak and pine forests and bordered by the 
Issole, Domaine Gavoty is a polycultural farm encompassing 110 hectares in total, and the family has worked the land without syn-
thetic chemicals for decades, obtaining organic certification in recent years. Our first meeting with Roselyn, who has been involved 
at the estate since 1985, was a moving experience. A serpentine driveway flanked by beautifully tended vineyards led us to the main 
grounds, and Roselyn, tan and wiry, emerged from the simple, classic house to greet us. Bouncing around in her old 4×4, we explored 
the property and its varied terrain, as Roselyn opined ruefully about Provence rosé’s descent into rank commercialism in recent years, 
decrying its relegation to the status of a “boisson” (“drink”) gulped down mindlessly by hordes of “consommateurs mouton” (“sheep 
consumers”). She was already winning us over, and we yet to taste a single thing!

Whereas much currently trendy Provence rosé gets by on being light enough in color and innocuous enough in flavor, Gavoty’s are 
first and foremost wines—refreshing in spirit as befits the appellation, to be sure, but resonant and thought-provoking as well, with 
notably gorgeous textures. A lot of rosés dash quickly down the throat, sprinkling a few candied red fruits along the way; Gavoty’s ca-
ress the palate, with rich but nimble fruit fused to an underlying salinity, and finishes that blossom and linger. This is the kind of rosé 
that ignited interest in the appellation in the first place, and it is the kind that we at RWM fell in love with 40 years ago during our 
earliest importing adventures. How satisfying it is to see that such wine still exists, and in such dazzling fashion as at Domaine Gavoty.

Viticulture:

• Farming: Certified organic

• Treatments: Copper-sulfate only.  Goats allowed to graze since 
2018

• Ploughing: Annual ploughing to maintain vineyard health

• Soils: Triassic limestone-clays

• Vines: Trained in Guyot and Cordon de Royat, oldest vines 
were planted in the 1960’s

• Yields: Controlled through pruning, debudding, and green 
harvesting

• Harvest: Entirely manual, usually mid-September

• Purchasing: Entirely estate fruit

Aging:

• Élevage: 3-6 months in stainless-steel tanks or concrete vats

• Lees: Wines remain on their fine lees until assemblage prior to 
bottling.

• Fining and Filtration: Fined with bentonite, plate filtered

• Sulfur: Applied when necessary

Vinification:

• Fermentation:  After total destemming, wines ferment in 
stainless-steel tanks for 3-4 weeks.  Selected yeasts are used only 
when necessary.  Rosé wines see 3-6 hours of skin contact.

• Extraction: Most rosé wines see short macerations before they 
are bled off, though some are pressed directly. 

• Chaptalization and Acidification: None

• Pressing: Pneumatic pressing

• Press Wine: Raised separately and blended before bottling

• Malolactic Fermentation: Blocked by temperature
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Grand Classique Blanc

At a Glance:

• Appellation: AOP Côtes de Provence

• Encépagement: Rolle / Vermentino (100%)

• Average Annual Production: 15,000 bottles

• Average Alcohol by Volume: 12.5%

• Average Residual Sugar: <5 g/l

• Average Total Acidity:

In The Vineyard:

• Parcel Names, Slopes, and Locations: From scattered sloped 
parcels scattered surrounding the Campdumy farmhouse near 
the commune of Cabasse

• Soil Types and Compositions: Triassic limestone-clay

• Vine Age, Training, and Density: Trained in Cordon and 
Guyot

• Average Yields: Controlled through pruning, debudding, and 
green harvesting

• Average Harvest Date and Type: Manual, mid-September

In The Glass:

Rolle (Vermentino) thrives in the Triassic limestone soils of 
Domaine Gavoty, and Roselyn produces versions that under-
line the variety’s inherent salinity and textural richness. Vini-
fied and aged in a combination of cement and steel, the “Grand 
Classique” Blanc possesses a mouthwatering sense of pulpiness, 
evocative of Rolle’s thick skins, but it also comes across as nimble 
and bright (malolactic fermentation is blocked via temperature), 
and its long, commanding finish reveals the wine’s firm sense of 
architecture.

In The Cellar:

• Fermentation: Following total detemming, wine ferments in 
stainless-steel tanks and concrete vats for 3-4 weeks. Selected 
yeasts are used only when necessary.

• Pressing: Pneumatic direct pressing

• Time on Lees: Wine remains on its fine lees until aseemblage 
prior to bottling.

• Malolactic Fermentation: Blocked via temperature

• Élevage: 3-6 months in stainless-steel tanks and concrete vats

• Press Wine: Wine is 100% vin de presse

• Fining and Filtration: Bentonite fining, plate filtration

• Sulfur: Applied when necessary
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Cuvée Clarendon Blanc

At a Glance:

• Appellation: AOP Côtes de Provence

• Encépagement: Rolle / Vermentino (100%)

• Average Annual Production: 18,000 bottles

• Average Alcohol by Volume: 12.5%

• Average Residual Sugar: <5 g/l

• Average Total Acidity:

In The Vineyard:

• Parcel Names, Slopes, and Locations: From scattered sloped 
parcels surrounding the Campdumy farmhouse near the com-
mune of Cabasse

• Soil Types and Compositions: Triassic limestone-clay

• Vine Age, Training, and Density: Trained in Cordon and 
Guyot, vines were planted in 1981

• Average Yields: Controlled through pruning, debudding, and 
green harvesting

• Average Harvest Date and Type: Manual, mid-September

In The Glass:

Like its rosé counterpart, the “Clarendon” Blanc is produced 
from Gavoty’s oldest vines—in this case, Rolle planted in 1981. 
While no heavier than the “Grand Classique” above, this is both 
more blatant in its minerality and more multilayered, with fruits 
verging on the exotic corseted by a palpable sense of appetizing 
bitterness. Vinified and raised in cement and steel, “Clarendon” 
Blanc relies on the quality of its fruit rather than any trompe l’oe-
il of elevage to express its underlying complexity. As the 2015 
and 2013 vintages (tasted in 2021) attested with force, this is a 
wine that will blossom in the cellar, and it stands as one of the 
greatest white wines from Provence we have encountered.

In The Cellar:

• Fermentation: Following total detemming, wine ferments in 
stainless-steel tanks and concrete vats for 3-4 weeks. Selected 
yeasts are used only when necessary.

• Pressing: Pneumatic direct pressing

• Time on Lees: Wine remains on its fine lees until aseemblage 
prior to bottling.

• Malolactic Fermentation: Blocked via temperature

• Élevage: 3-6 months in stainless-steel tanks and concrete vats

• Press Wine: Wine is 100% vin de presse

• Fining and Filtration: Bentonite fining, plate filtration

• Sulfur: Applied when necessary
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La Cigale Rosé

At a Glance:

• Appellation: Vin du Pays du Var

• Encépagement: Cinsault (40%), Grenache (40%), Syrah (5%), 
Carignan (5%)

• Average Annual Production: 18,000 bottles

• Average Alcohol by Volume: 12.5%

• Average Residual Sugar: <5 g/l

• Average Total Acidity:

In The Vineyard:

• Parcel Names, Slopes, and Locations: From parcels on plains 
surrounding the Campdumy farmhouse near the commune of 
Cabasse

• Soil Types and Compositions: Triassic limestone-clay

• Vine Age, Training, and Density: Trained in Cordon and 
Guyot

• Average Yields: Controlled through pruning, debudding, and 
green harvesting

• Average Harvest Date and Type: Manual, mid-September

In The Glass:

Twenty of Gavoty’s 50 hectares of vines are classified as Vin de 
Pays du Var, as they are situated on flatter land than the slopes 
used for their Côtes de Provence cuvées.  “La Cigale” (named for 
the ubiquitous cicadas that populate the region) is charmingly 
juicy yet salty and dry, with nice length for a wine of its modest 
appellation. Furthermore, its adamantly non-confected flavor 
profile sets it apart from the vast majority of similarly priced 
Provence rosés.

In The Cellar:

• Fermentation: Following total detemming, wine ferments in 
stainless-steel tanks for 3-4 weeks. Selected yeasts are used only 
when necessary.

• Pressing: Pneumatic pressing

• Time on Lees: Wine remains on its fine lees until aseemblage 
prior to bottling.

• Malolactic Fermentation: Blocked via temperature

• Élevage: 3-6 months in stainless-steel tanks

• Press Wine: Raised seperately and blended before bottling

• Fining and Filtration: Bentonite fining, plate filtration

• Sulfur: Applied when necessary
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Récital Rosé

At a Glance:

• Appellation: AOP Côtes de Provence

• Encépagement: Grenache (40%), Syrah (40%), Carignan 
(10%)

• Average Annual Production: 18,000 bottles

• Average Alcohol by Volume: 12.5%

• Average Residual Sugar: <5 g/l

• Average Total Acidity:

In The Vineyard:

• Parcel Names, Slopes, and Locations: From scattered sloped 
parcels surrounding the Campdumy farmhouse near the com-
mune of Cabasse

• Soil Types and Compositions: Triassic limestone-clay

• Vine Age, Training, and Density: Trained in Cordon and 
Guyot

• Average Yields: Controlled through pruning, debudding, and 
green harvesting

• Average Harvest Date and Type: Manual, mid-September

In The Glass:

Roselyn’s grandfather Bernard Gavoty (1906-1980) was a re-
nowned classical music critic for France’s newspaper Le Figaro, 
and the name of this cuvée pays homage to the importance of 
music in the family’s history. “Récital” delivers the ethereal col-
or, lip-smacking salinity, and bright fruits one expects from the 
appellation, but with a sumptuousness of texture and a swelling, 
clinging finish that is all Gavoty. It offers spectacular value, as 
well as notable personality for its category.

In The Cellar:

• Fermentation: Following total detemming, wine ferments in 
stainless-steel tanks for 3-4 weeks. Selected yeasts are used only 
when necessary.

• Pressing: Pneumatic pressing, direct pneumatic pressing for 
Carignan

• Time on Lees: Wine remains on its fine lees until aseemblage 
prior to bottling.

• Malolactic Fermentation: Blocked via temperature

• Élevage: 3-6 months in stainless-steel tanks

• Press Wine: Raised seperately and blended before bottling.  
Carignan is 100% press wine.

• Fining and Filtration: Bentonite fining, plate filtration

• Sulfur: Applied when necessary
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Grand Classique Rosé

At a Glance:

• Appellation: AOP Côtes de Provence

• Encépagement: Cinsault (90%), Grenache (7%), Carignan 
(3%)

• Average Annual Production: 50,000 bottles

• Average Alcohol by Volume: 12.5%

• Average Residual Sugar: <5 g/l

• Average Total Acidity:

In The Vineyard:

• Parcel Names, Slopes, and Locations: From scattered sloped 
parcels surrounding the Campdumy farmhouse near the com-
mune of Cabasse

• Soil Types and Compositions: Triassic limestone-clay

• Vine Age, Training, and Density: Trained in Cordon and 
Guyot

• Average Yields: Controlled through pruning, debudding, and 
green harvesting

• Average Harvest Date and Type: Manual, mid-September

In The Glass:

Rather than being pressed immediately after harvest by rote as 
many Provence rosés are, “Grand Classique” macerates for sev-
eral hours before pressing, and the saignée and first-press juice 
are vinified separately. This allows Roselyn the flexibility to blend 
the more succulent and tender saignée with the more angular 
and architectural press juice in a manner to achieve the precise 
textural qualities she seeks in her wines. “Grand Classique” dis-
plays an uncanny equilibrium, with racy acidity wed to gleaming 
fruits that are just the right amount of vinous, all buttressed by an 
elegant, mouthwatering texture.

In The Cellar:

• Fermentation: Following total detemming, wine ferments in 
stainless-steel tanks for 3-4 weeks. Selected yeasts are used only 
when necessary.

• Pressing: Pneumatic pressing, direct pneumatic pressing for 
Carignan

• Time on Lees: Wine remains on its fine lees until aseemblage 
prior to bottling.

• Malolactic Fermentation: Blocked via temperature

• Élevage: 3-6 months in stainless-steel tanks

• Press Wine: Raised seperately and blended before bottling.

• Fining and Filtration: Bentonite fining, plate filtration

• Sulfur: Applied when necessary
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Clarendon Rosé

At a Glance:

• Appellation: AOP Côtes de Provence

• Encépagement: Cinsault (85%), Grenache (15%)

• Average Annual Production: 20,000 bottles

• Average Alcohol by Volume: 12.5%

• Average Residual Sugar: <5 g/l

• Average Total Acidity:

In The Vineyard:

• Parcel Names, Slopes, and Locations: From scattered sloped 
parcels surrounding the Campdumy farmhouse near the com-
mune of Cabasse

• Soil Types and Compositions: Triassic limestone-clay

• Vine Age, Training, and Density: Trained in Cordon and 
Guyot, vines were planted in early 1960's

• Average Yields: Controlled through pruning, debudding, and 
green harvesting

• Average Harvest Date and Type: Manual, mid-September

In The Glass:

Bernard Gavoty, in his articles for Le Figaro, often wrote under 
the curious Anglophone pseudonym Clarendon, and this cu-
vée—produced from the domaine’s oldest vines (dating back to 
the early 1960's)—honors his memory. “Clarendon” combines a 
touch of saignée with the juice from the first pressing, striking a 
wonderful balance between vinosity and brisk drinkability. Both 
nose and palate are multilayered and beguiling, and although the 
fruit is brightly kinetic, there is a sense of regal richness to this 
cuvée that has nothing to do with weight. 

In The Cellar:

• Fermentation: Following total detemming, wine ferments in 
stainless-steel tanks for 3-4 weeks. Selected yeasts are used only 
when necessary.

• Pressing: Pneumatic pressing, direct pneumatic pressing for 
Carignan

• Time on Lees: Wine remains on its fine lees until aseemblage 
prior to bottling.

• Malolactic Fermentation: Blocked via temperature

• Élevage: 3-6 months in stainless-steel tanks

• Press Wine: Raised seperately and blended before bottling.

• Fining and Filtration: Bentonite fining, plate filtration

• Sulfur: Applied when necessary


